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Figure 6-2: FUEL USES FOR BIOMASS
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Source: United States, Office of Technology Assessment, 1980a, P. 24.
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There are a number of advantages which accrue
from exploiting biomass as a source of energy.

*It is an abundant resource.
*It is available in many different forms and can be
adapted to a variety of uses.

*Biomass is continuously renewable provided adequate
resource management practices are carried out.

*Its combustion can not only provide energy but it can
also help reduce the waste disposai and/or pollution
problems associated with the torest, pulp and paper,
and food processing industries, and with the municipal
and agricultural sectors.

*The combustion of recently living organic matter doos
not significantly alter the concentration of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere as doos the combustion of
fossil fuels. (This presumes proper management of the
biomass resource.)

*Biomass is a wiclely dispersed resource whlcti can
ofien be well matched to regional requiremients and
small decentralized sites for energy production.

*Biomass can replace high-sulphur-content fossil fuel
and, in so doing, can reduce sulphur dioxide emis-
sions, one of the prime causes of acid ramn.

There are, however, a number of dîfficulties
associated with using biomass for energy production on
a large scale.

"The harvestlng of vast amounts of biomass could
radically modlfy natural ecosystemns and irreversibly
damage themn or, even worse. completely displace
them. (This Impact could be reduced wlth proper
resource management; however. if ve.'y large amnounts
of energy were to bu derived from blioms the
amount of growing space requlred would bu carre-
spondingly extensive.)

" There Is a great deal of controversy over wtherw
large tracts of land should bu used for food or msg
production.

" The resource ls often remnote In location.
" It typicaly has a low energy denslty (conttains a Iow

amouint of energy per unit weight).
" ft le often difilcui to ship anid store because of t wids

variety of forme.ý whlch meens that much of this
resource ls fot econnicaly exploitble wltti prevail-
ng energy costa.

" Blomass usualy has a high moisture conitent msanlng
It muet bu drled before bumling because energy con-
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